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General information  

www.sandvik.coromant.com
Find the latest assortment on our website

Publications
The digital library is available both online and offline at
www.sandvik.coromant.com/publications

Printed catalogues
Contact your local Sandvik representative for more information.

Applications 
Whether it's finding the right insert, calculating your start values or optimizing settings 
to maximize the peformance of all of your applications; we have an app for that. See 
www.sandvik.coromant.com/apps

To order your tools..
Online, printed or digital - there are many ways to find the complete assortment and to order your 
tools.
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General information Information 

Application 
- For internal and external turning, grooving and threading
- Perfect in combination with Silent Tools™ dampening boring bars in 

operations with long overhangs or vibration tendencies

Benefits and features
Flexible tooling

- The ingenious Serration Lock (SL) interface is extremely robust and 
lets you create a wide range of tool combinations from a small 
inventory of adaptors and cutting heads

- Adaptors available for both internal and external machining

Reliable chip evacuation and long tool life

- The high precision nozzles on the cutting heads put coolant exactly 
where you need it, for good chip breaking and long tool life

- Tool wear is mainly on the exchangeable cutting head, extending the 
life of the adaptor

High machine utilization

- Quick change with Coromant Capto®
- Adaptors with internal coolant for efficient coolant supply

CoroTurn®SL
Modular system of adaptors with exchangeable cutting heads

4. Quick change for small bores3. Quick change for large bores

1. Cutting heads, shank tools and adaptors 2. CoroTurn®SL70 for profiling and pocketing

CoroTurn®SL is divided into four different systems:
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In addition to a wide program of standard stocked Silent Tools®, we can 
offer engineered tools, specially designed to your needs.
We are able to offer Silent Tools®with a wide range of different couplings, 
sizes and features.

Engineered solutions
Additional tool options designed for your specific requirements.

Silent Tools®+

The connectivity of Silent Tools + is available for operators through a digital 
dashboard with data directly from inside your component. Oversee machining in 
real-time or record the session for post-machining analysis.

The Silent Tools + vibration indicator will pick up issues with your machining in an early 
stage and will help you prevent chip jamming.

Knowing what is happening inside the component is a challenge when doing internal 
turning in slender components. By displaying when the tool is in cut or not on a 
dashboard, the operator can easily get a sense of the machining. Thus, time when the 
machine is running without the tool in cut can be reduced.

The temperature of the damping system is displayed on the Silent Tools + dashboard, 
enabling operators to monitor that the system is not damaged due to heat.

What you can expect from us

- Quick quotation
- Easy ordering
- Performance guarantee at given 

product and cutting data
- Competitive delivery times

Optimised design

For maximum performance the boring bar body should be designed 
with high static stiffness, by use of advanced materials and 
optimised geometry. High stiffness will reduce static deflections and 
increase the stability when machining with long overhang. The tool 
diameter should be as large as possible, and custom-made boring 
bars can be designed to utilise the available space inside the 
workpiece.
Boring bars can be custom-made with different types of tool holding 
systems, and the boring bar body can be tapered, eccentric and 
carbide reinforced to maximise the stiffness.
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Safety information
Safety information in connection with grinding of cemented carbide

Material compositon
Tool holders
Tool holders mainly contain iron (FE), and low alloy elements such as chromium, nickel,
manganese, molybdenum and silicon.
Indexable inserts/cutting tools/round tools
Substances in cemented carbide products contain mostly wolfram carbide and cobalt. They may 
also contain carbides and carbonitrides of the following elements: titanium, tantalum, niobium, 
chromium, molybdenum and vanadium. 

Routes of exposure
Grinding or heating of hard metal blanks or hard metal products will produce products that give off 
dangerous dust and fumes. Avoiding ingestion and contact with skin or eyes is very important.

Acute toxicity
Intake of the aforementioned substances is toxic. Inhalation may cause irritation and inflammation 
of the airways. Significantly higher acute inhalation toxicity has been reported during simultaneous 
inhalation of cobalt and tungsten carbide compared to inhalation of cobalt alone.
Skin contact can cause irritation and rash. Sensitive individuals may even experience an allergic 
reaction.

Chronic toxicity
Repeated inhalation of aerosols containing cobalt may cause obstruction of the airways. Prolonged 
exposure to increased concentrations may cause lung fibrosis or lung cancer. Epidemiological 
studies indicate that workers previously exposed to high concentrations of tungsten carbide/cobalt 
carried an increased risk of developing lung cancer.
Cobalt and nickel are potent skin sensitizers. Repeated or prolonged contact can cause irritation 
and sensitization.

Risk phrases
Toxic: danger of serious damage to health by prolonged exposure through inhalation
Toxic when inhaled
Limited evidence of a carcinogenic effect.
May cause sensitization by inhalation and skin contact

Preventive measures
Avoid formation and inhalation of dust. Use adequate local exhaust ventilation to keep personal 
exposure well below nationally authorised limits.
If ventilation is not available or adequate, use respirators appropriately approved for the purpose.
Use safety goggles or glasses with side shields when necessary.
Avoid repeated skin contact. Wear suitable gloves. Wash skin thoroughly after handling.
Use suitable protective clothing. Launder clothing if needed.
Do not eat, drink or smoke in the working area. Wash skin thoroughly before eating, drinking or 
smoking.
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General information Recycling 

For the sake of the environment
Get into the Sandvik Coromant Recycling Concept now!

The Sandvik Coromant Recycling Concept is a comprehensive service for used carbide 
inserts and solid carbide tools offered by Sandvik Coromant to all its customers. 
In the light of increasing consumption of non-renewable raw materials, the economic 
management of dwindling resources is a duty owed by all manufacturers. 
Sandvik Coromant is playing its part by offering to collect used carbide inserts and solid 
carbide tools and recycle them in the most environmently friendly way.
All used carbide inserts are collected in the collection box at the workplace.
When the collection box is sufficiently full, its contents are transferred to the transport box. 
The full transport box is then sent to the nearest Sandvik Coromant office or to your Sandvik 
Coromant dealer who can also give you more information.

The benefits speaks for themselves

- A worldwide ISO and OHAS certified recycling system.
- Open to all Sandvik Coromant customers.
- Simple procedure with collection and transport boxes.
- Less waste, easing the burden on the environment.
- Better utilisation of resources.
- Other manufacturers' carbide inserts are also accepted.

Order collection boxes for each lathe, milling machine, drill or for your machining centre. We 
recommend one collection box for inserts and one separate box for solid carbide tools for each 
cutting workplace.
For detailed instructions on how to sell your used cemented carbide, please visit 
www.sandvik.coromant.com and select your market.

Order numbers
Collection box: 91617
Transport box for solid carbide tools (plywood): 92994
Transport box inserts (plywood): 92995
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CNSC
Coolant entry style code

Code Description Image

0 Without coolant

1 Axial concentric entry

2 Radial entry

3 Axial concentric and radial 
entry

4 Axial concentric entry on 
circle

5 Radial entry before adaptor

6 Decentral over flange

7 Decentral over flange and 
axial

8 Decentral over slots on the 
shank

CXSC
Coolant exit style code

Code Description Image

0 No coolant exit

1 Axial concentric exit

2 Radial exit

3 Axial inclined exit

4 Axial concentric on circle

5 Axial inclined exit with 
nozzle, adjustable

6 Decentral exit with nozzle, 
adjustable

7 Decentral over slots on the 
shank

8 Axial or decentral with 
nozzle, adjustable
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To make life easier, a new standard has been developed

ISO 13399 is an international standard that strives to simplify the exchange of data for cutting tools. You will notice a slight difference 
through the new parameters and descriptions of each tool.

For the first time ever, there is a standardized way of describing product data regarding cutting tools. When all tools in the industry share the 
same parameters and definitions, communicating tool information becomes very straightforward.

What does this mean to you?

Basically, it means that your systems can talk to ours, as they all speak the same language. Download product data from our web site and use 
it directly in your CAD/CAM software to assemble tools that you use in production. No need to look for information in catalogues and interpret 
data from one system to another. Imagine how much time this will save you!

Short name Preferred Name

ADJLN Minimum adjustment limit
ADJLX Maximum adjustment limit
ADJRG Adjustment range
ALP Clearance angle axial
AN Clearance angle major
ANN Clearance angle minor
APMX Depth of cut maximum
APMX_EFW Depth of cut maximum - end feed
APMX_FFW Depth of cut maximum - side feed
AZ Maximum plunge depth
B Shank width
BAWS Body angle workpiece side
BAMS Body angle machine side
BBD Balanced by design
BBR Balanced by rotational test
BCH Corner chamfer length
BD Body diameter
BHTA Body half taper angle
BN Face land width
BS Wiper edge length
BSG Basic standard group
BSR Wiper edge radius
CDX Cutting depth maximum
CEMR Cutting edge major radius
CF Spot chamfer
CHBA Chamfer body angle
CHBL Chamfer body length
CHW Corner chamfer width
CICT Cutting item count
CICTE Cutting item count - end position
CICTP Cutting item count - peripheral position
CICTS Cutting item count - side position
CICTT Cutting item count - total
CND Coolant entry diameter
CNSC Coolant entry style code
CNT Coolant entry thread size
COATING Coating 
CP Max coolant pressure
CRKS Connection retention knob thread size
CRNT Coolant radial entry thread size
CTPT Operation type
CUTDIA Work piece parting diameter maximum
CW Cutting width
CWN Minimum cutting width
CWTOLL Cutting width lower tolerance
CWTOLU Cutting width upper tolerance
CWX Cutting width maximum
CXSC Coolant exit style code
CZC Connection size code
CZCMS Connection size code machine side
CZCWS Connection size code workpiece side
D1 Fixing hole diameter
DAH Diameter access hole
DAXIN Axial groove inside diameter minimum
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DAXN Minimum axial groove outside diameter
DAXX Axial groove outside diameter maximum
DBC Diameter bolt circle
DC Cutting diameter
DCB Connection bore diameter
DCBN Connection bore diameter minimum
DCBX Connection bore diameter maximum
DCF Cutting diameter face contact
DCIN Cutting diameter internal
DCN Cutting diameter minimum
DCON Connection diameter
DCONMS Connection diameter machine side
DCONWS Connection diameter workpiece side
DCPS Data chip provision size
DCSFMS Contact surface diameter machine side
DCSFWS Contact surface diameter workpiece side
DCX Cutting diameter maximum
DHUB Hub diameter
DIX Tool changer interference diameter maximum
DMIN Minimum bore diameter
DMM Shank diameter
DN Neck diameter
DRVCT Drive count
DSGN Design
EPSR Insert included angle
FHA Flute helix angle
FLGT Flange thickness
FTDZ For thread diameter size
H Shank height
HA Thread height theoretical
HB Thread height difference
HBH Head bottom offset height
HC Thread height actual
HF Functional height
HRY Lowest point from reference plain
HTB Body height
HTH Height
IC Inscribed circle diameter
INSL Insert length
INSUC Insert usage code
IZC Insert size code
KAPR Tool cutting edge angle
KAPR_EFW Tool cutting edge angle - end feed
KCH Corner chamfer
KRINS Major cutting edge angle
KWW Keyway width
L Cutting edge length
LAMS Inclination angle
LB Body length
LCF Length chip flute
LCOX Cut off length maximum
LE Cutting edge effective length
LF Functional length
LFN Minimum functional length
LH Head length
LPR Protruding length
LS Shank length
LSC Clamping length
LSCN Clamping length minimum
LSCS Distance to clamping start
LSCX Clamping length maximum
LSD Dead shank length
LU Usable length (max. recommended)
LU_BFW Usable length - back facing
LUX Usable length maximum
MHD Mounting hole distance
MIID Master insert identification
MIIDE Master insert identification - end position
MIIDS Master insert identification - side position
MIIDC Master insert identification - central position
MIIDP Master insert identification - peripheral position
MIIDI Master insert identification - intermediate position
MMCC Code for preset torque
MMCX Max. cutting torque
NOF Flute count
NT Tooth count
OAH Overall height
OAL Overall length
OAW Overall width
OH Overhang recommended
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OHN Overhang minimum
OHX Overhang maximum
ORDCODE Ordercode
PCL Peripheral cylindrical length
PDX Profile distance ex
PDY Profile distance ey
PHD Premachined hole diameter
PHDX Maximum premachined hole diameter
PL Point length
PNA Profile included angle
PRFRAD Profile radius
PRSPC Profile specification
PSIR Tool lead angle
PSIRL Cutting edge angle major left hand
PSIRR Cutting edge angle major right hand
PSW Premachined slot width
RADH Radial body height
RADW Radial body width
RAR Right hand relief angle
RE Corner radius
REEQ Theoretical radius value required for programming purpose
REL Corner radius left
RER Corner radius right
RETOLL Corner radius lower tolerance
RETOLU Corner radius upper tolerance
RGL Regrind length
RMPX Maximum ramping angle
RPMX Rotational speed maximum
S Insert thickness
SDL Step diameter length
SIG Point angle
SPTL Splitline
SSC Insert seat size code
SSCE Insert seat size code - end position
SSCP Insert seat size code - peripheral position
SSCS Insert seat size code - side position
STA Step included angle
SUBSTRATE Substrate
TCDC Tolerance class cutting diameter
TCDCON Connection diameter tolerance
TCDMM Shank diameter tolerance
TCHA Achievable hole tolerance
TCHAL Achievable hole tolerance lower
TCHAU Achievable hole tolerance upper
TCT Tolerance class tool
TCTR Thread tolerance class
TD Thread diameter
TDZ Thread diameter size
TFLA Tap floating length ahead
TFLB Tap floating length behind
TG Taper gradient
THBTP Thread back taper property
THCA Thread helix correction angle
THCHT Threading chamfer type
THFT Form type
THFTS Thread form standard series
THL Thread length
THUB Hub thickness
TP Thread pitch
TPI Threads per inch
TPIN Threads per inch minimum
TPIX Threads per inch maximum
TPN Thread pitch minimum
TPT Thread profile type
TPX Maximum thread pitch
TRMAX Tap range max
TQ Torque
TSYC Tool style code
TTP Thread type
ULDR Usable length diameter ratio
VCX Maximum cutting speed
W1 Insert width
WB Body width
WF Functional width
WFCIRP Width to cutting item reference point
WSC Clamping width
WT Weight of item
ZEFF Face effective cutting edge count
ZEFP Peripheral effective cutting edge count (ZEFP)
ZWX Maximum number of Wiper inserts
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Code Page Code Page Code Page
132L A65
132L..-B A64
570 (RED) A57
570-200 A60
570-3C A16
570-3C (QC) A19
570-3C..-40 A16
570-3C..-40CR (12-14) A17
570-3C..CR A17
570-3C..CR (QC) A20
570-3C1xx..R/L (QC) A19
570-3C2xx..R/L (QC) A19
570-4C A18
570-80 (QC - RED) A58
570-80 (SHANK) A60
570-80 23-40R/L A58
570-DCLNR/L-80 A47
570-DDUNR/L-80 A48
570-DDUNR/L-80..X A49
570-DDXNR/L-80 A48
570-DSKNR/L-80 A50
570-DTFNR/L-80 A51
570-DVUNR/L A38
570-DVUNR/L-80..X A52
570-SCLCR/L A26
570-SDUCR/L A29
570-SDUCR/L..X A31
570-SDUCR/L-80 A41
570-SDXCR/L A29
570-STFCR/L A33
570-SVLBR/L-80 A45
820D..CC (XL) C6
820D..SP..Y (XL) C6
825D..TC (XL) C8
825D..TC-Cx C7
826D..TC (XL) C8
935-Cx A54
935-HTxx-EFxx A56
935-LAxx-EFAxx A55
935-Lxx-EFxx A55
935-VDIxx-EFxx A56
A
A570-3C A16
A570-3C (1-OFFSET) A16
A570-3C (2-OFFSET) A16
A570-3C (QC - OFFSET) A19
A570-3C (QC) A19
A570-3C (REINF) A17
A570-3C..R/L (QC) A19
A570-4C A18
A570-4C (OFFSET) A18
B
BR20D..CC..F-CxM C5
C
CU-3C..-Cx A21
Cx-570-3C A5-A7
Cx-570-3C..-2 A9
Cx-570-3C..R/L A8
Cx-570-3C80 A13
Cx-570-4C A12
Cx-570-4C..40R/L A12
Cx-EH..D B7
Cx-QC-SL A57
Cx-QxxD B8
Cx-R822XL..-F C9
Cx-RxxD B9
Cx-SL3C A9
Cx-SL3C..CR A10
Cx-SL3C..CR-40R/L A10
Cx-SL-D..E A11
Cx-Xxx..D B10
Cxx-YxxD B10
E
EF-Axx A63
EF-xx A63

F
F..SDUCR/L -ER A14
F..STFCR/L-R A15
H
HAxx-QxxD B11
HTxx-SLxxD A22
HTxx-SLxxD..R A22
I
Ixx-PMU C9
R
R390..AxxD B6
R390..CxD B5
S
SL-266R/LKF A39
SL-266R/LKF-QC A53
SL70..RF A59
SL70..RG A59
SL-PCLNR/L..HP A35
SL-PDUNR/L..HP A36
SL-PTFNR/L..HP A37
SL-QC A58
SL-SCLCR/L..HP A25
SL-SCLCR/L-QC A40
SL-SCUCR/L..X A27
SL-SDUCR/L..HP A28
SL-SDUCR/L..XHP A30
SL-SDUCR/L..X-QC A43
SL-SDUCR/L-DXHP A30
SL-SDUCR/L-QC A42
SL-SDXCR/L..HP A28
SL-SDXCR/L-DHP A28
SL-SDXCR/L-QC A42
SL-STFCR/L..HP A32
SL-SVLBR/L..HP A34
SL-SVLBR/L..X-QC A46
SL-SVLBR/L-LFHP A34
SL-SVLBR/L-QC A44
SL-SVPBR/L..LHP A34
T
TR-SL-D13UCR/L..HP A23
TR-SL-D13XCR/L..HP A23
TR-SL-V13LBR/L..HP A24
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